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SOURCE:

This dance, along with "SEEROON AGHCHEEK", is a popular "turning" line
dance (body makes a 360 degree revolution in either or both directions)
among Armenian youth. At any particular Armenian function, one can discover this dance danced to any number of melodies performed by the live
orchestra. Learned and danced by Tom Bozigian during the late 50's at
various Armenian gatherings in California.

RECORD:

"Tom Bozigian Presents Songs and Dances of the Armenian People",
Volume II, GT 4001

FORMAT! ON: r·lixed line dance with little fingers grasped at above shoulder height
and away from chest and dancers facing center with leader at Right.

NUSIC:

PATTERN

2/4

Turning to face diag. R and moving R, do two two-steps(cts. 1-and-2)

3

Turning to face ctr., step R toR, as hands begin to lower (ct. 1);
step L behind R, as lowering of hands to side completed to behind body
(ct.2)

4-5

\·lith three walking-pi voting steps, beginning R _(each 1/3 revolution
and moving R), execute 360 degree turn of the body - C\·J (Cts.1-2, 1)
facing ctr. with wt. on Rand L touching fl. to L, clap hands at chest
level toR side (ct.2).

6-7

Repeat meas. 4-5 in opp. direstion, rotation, and ftwk.
SONG
PJ·IBEE DAGEETS

Under the Clouds

JlJ·lBEE DAGEETS JOOR E GALEE
DOSH E DALEE PRRP:::l.FWOH
EN OOI·: Y.luL1UN E NUSTADZ LALEE
HOIJGOOrt HONGOOR ElJ S.A.ROOM

Rain drops from under the clouds
Creating bubbles in the form of a breast
It seems someone's beloved is sitting and crying
That sound of crying on the mountain

AEE BAGH JURER ZOOLAL JUR.ri:R
VOR GALEES EK JA.~TS
GAI."8~S ~""TSNOON HAND 00 CHOLER
Y1L.'9.US EL KHUEETS ED J1JRZE~S

That cleen clear water
Hhich is coming from the mountain
Hhich runs through the pasture and meadow
I>';.y love could have drunk from that water

AGHCHEa( KOY~~UN YEGAV &qTSAV
VARVlUJZ DARV':i.DZ KO SEE.ROV
ERVADZ JEEGYARUN YEGAV Al'JTSAV
CHU HOVATSAV BAGH JUROV

Your beloved came and went
She was burning, inspired by your love
It \-:as affecting her internally
Even the cold water didn't help
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